Hospital leveraged Meaningful Use Manager™ and other technologies from Iatric Systems to attest for Meaningful Use Stage 1 in 2012 and pass audit in 2013

**BOXFORD, Mass. – Feb. 10, 2014** – Iatric Systems Inc., a comprehensive healthcare IT integration company, today announced that longtime customer, Memorial Healthcare, leveraged several of its solutions to not only attest for Meaningful Use Stage 1, but also pass a Meaningful Use Audit. Iatric Systems provided support and its extensive compliance expertise to the 150-bed hospital, located in Owosso, Mich., which simplified and streamlined the Meaningful Use audit process.

Iatric Systems Meaningful Use Manager™, a web-based dashboard that aggregates data from multiple systems, provided ready access to data that Memorial Healthcare needed to fulfill audit requirements. Iatric Systems compliance experts assisted the hospital with documentation and audit responses, a service Iatric Systems provides to all Meaningful Use Manager customers as part of its customer commitment.

“The Iatric Systems team’s past audit experience and deep understanding of each compliance requirement were invaluable during this Meaningful Use audit. In addition, having our Meaningful Use data readily available in Meaningful Use Manager really simplified the entire experience and lessened the burden of the audit,” said Frank Fear, Vice President of Ancillary Services and CIO for Memorial Healthcare. “It’s reassuring to know that we have a true partner like Iatric Systems to lean on.”

Memorial Healthcare provides quality care to more than 105,000 residents in Michigan and has worked with Iatric Systems for more than 10 years on numerous integration and other projects. Memorial Healthcare also leveraged Iatric Systems Clinical Documentation Exchange and PtAccess® patient portal to attest for Meaningful Use Stage 1 in 2012.

“Memorial Healthcare’s Meaningful Use success is a true testament to the dedication of the hospital’s staff and their commitment to patient care best practices,” said Frank Fortner, President of Iatric Systems. “Iatric Systems congratulates Memorial Healthcare on passing their Meaningful Use audit, and we are proud to have played a part in their success. We look forward to not only continuing our long partnership, but also attaining future achievements together.”
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Iatric Systems will be exhibiting at the HIMSS tradeshow Feb. 24-27 in booth #3217. Representatives and hospital customers will be available to discuss how Meaningful Use Manager is helping hospitals meet their Meaningful Use goals. To schedule a demo, contact Iatric Systems at info@iatric.com.

About Iatric Systems
Iatric Systems helps healthcare providers achieve success by delivering the most comprehensive healthcare IT integration. Our products and services focus on data integration, systems integration, and process integration. This allows providers to leverage existing IT investments to meet the growing demands of Meaningful Use, Health Information Exchange, HIPAA, and other industry requirements. During the past 23 years, Iatric Systems has delivered solutions to more than 1,000 healthcare organizations. For more information, contact info@iatric.com or visit www.iatric.com.
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